
 

 

Canadian Crude – Update for September 2019 

• After trading sideways the first two weeks of the month, CCI rallied                                     
sharply on Saudi attacks before softening alongside global crudes.  

1. While virtually flat on the month, the CCX ETF and the CCI (Canadian Crude Index) 
remains the strongest oil and commodity market to be up 111% in 2019 while WTI 
has gained only 18% and softened 1.7% in September. 

2. The rolling 90-day exposure had a beneficial effect to the CCX NAV. 

• CCX ETF (NPU) was slightly lower at $10.66, down $0.04 from $10.70. 
1. SIA Charts has the CCX top 2 performing ETFs in Canada.  

• CCI = WTI +WCS   $39.83 = $53.92 + ($14.08) US/bbl 
1. CCI (Canadian Crude Index) softened $1.77 from 

$41.60 US/bbl to $39.83 while WTI lost $0.93.  
2. WCS discount widened slightly by 6% from -13.25 to 

-14.08 (90-day term structure covered).  
3. See Auspice website. 

What’s new in Canadian Crude? 

• National Bank was out with a pivotal piece of research on the importance of Canadian Crude.  Key: 
1. Global heavy oil demand is growing. 
2. Canadian heavy is ideally positioned to meet demand from US and growing Asian demand. 
3. Canadian market will benefit greatly from additional takeaway by pipe or rail. Both needed.  
4. Canadian heavy oil market-share will likely continue to grow and WCS is positioned to be 

the global benchmark for heavy oil.  
• Consistent to this report, industry sources have reported shipments of 

Canadian crude from the US Gulf Coast has more than doubled the 2018 
level as Asian refineries scramble to replace Venezuelan heavy-sour.  

• CCI remains in backwardation (higher prices near term) implying a tight 
physical market and immediate demand (see table). 

• Alberta government has again eased curtailment to 3.81MM barrels in 
December and exempting the first 20,000 barrels easing pressure on 
smaller producers.  

• Enbridge announced agreement with shippers and commitment to adding 100,000 bblpd on 
mainline from optimizations by December despite potential CER intervention in the process.  

• TMX: Court of Appeal agreed to hear challenges to the previously agreed expansion of the sovereign 
owned TransMountain pipeline potentially adding delays and uncertainty.  

• After Saudi Arabia switched to a new Energy Minister who promptly stated goals to be a 
“production reducer”, the kingdom was attacked by drones and cruise missiles on the 14th.  This cut 
nearly 60% of production causing one of the greatest one-day percentage rallies in history.  WTI 
gained 14% while Brent added 15% and the CCI added over 18%.  

1. Saudi has wasted no time getting production back and also has a reported 2.5MM bblpd of 
“spare capacity” – while its accessibility is heavily debated. 

2. US offered to make the SPR (Strategic Petroleum Reserve), the largest global store of oil, 
available as required, and has followed through with previously approved releases. 

• As such, while there may be some risk premium built in due to middle-east tensions including Iran, 
the timeline on repairs, access to spare capacity, and SPR reserves have kept the spike contained 
and prices have softened post event given continued concerns of a global economic slowdown. 

• We believe the upside price action highlights upside market risk and an undervalued risk premium.  



 

 

 
Disclaimers: 
  
This document is for information purposes only and should not be construed as an offer, recommendation or solicitation to conclude a transaction and should not be 
treated as giving investment advice. Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with an investment in the Canadian Crude Oil Index ETF (the “ETF”) offered 
by Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd. The ETF is not guaranteed and the value changes frequently and past performance may not be repeated. The prospectus contains important detailed 
information about the ETF. Please read the prospectus before investing. All trademarks/service marks are registered by their respective owners and licensed for use by Auspice Capital 
Advisors Ltd. and none of the owners thereof or any of their affiliates sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in the ETF. 
 
The CCI™ Excess Return Index (CCIER) reflects the returns that an investor would expect to receive from holding and rolling the contracts that comprise the CCI™.   
DISCLAIMER: The Canadian Crude Index™ (the “Index”) is calculated by NYSE or its affiliates (“NYSE”). Any product which tracks or is based on the Index, is not issued, sponsored, 
endorsed, sold or promoted by NYSE, and NYSE makes no representation regarding the advisability of investing in such product. NYSE makes no express or implied warranties, and 
hereby expressly disclaims all warranties of merchant ability or fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the Canadian Crude Index™ or any data included herein. In no event 
shall NYSE have any liability for any special, punitive, indirect, or consequential damages (including lost profits), even if notified of the possibility of such damages.  
 
The Canadian Crude Oil Index ETF (CCX), seeks to replicate, to the extent possible, the performance of the Canadian Crude Excess Return Index (CCIER) net of expenses, 
and allows investors to access the price of Oil produced in Canada. The ETF does not employ leverage, but in order to achieve its investment objectives, CCXTM will 
invest in derivatives and other financial instruments from time to time, which may include interest bearing accounts and T-Bills.  
 
DISCLAIMER: The CANADIAN CRUDE OIL INDEX ETF may be subject to aggressive investment risk and price volatility risk, which are described in the prospectus. The ETF seeks a 
return that is 100% of the performance of a specified underlying index, commodity or benchmark (the “target”). Investors should monitor their holdings, as frequently as daily, to 
ensure that they remain consistent with their investment strategies. Commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with the ETF. The ETF is not guaranteed 
and the value changes frequently and past performance may not be repeated. All trademarks/service marks are registered by their respective owners and licensed for use by 
Auspice Capital Advisors Ltd. and none of the owners thereof or any of their affiliates sponsor, endorse, sell, promote or make any representation regarding the advisability of 
investing in the ETF. The prospectus contains important detailed information about the ETF. Please read the prospectus before investing. 


